ARGENTINA

PRIMARIES PRODUCED THREE MAIN PRESIDENTIAL CONTENDERS, REPRESENTING THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM FROM CONSERVATIVE TO CENTER-LEFT. ALL SIGNALS SUGGEST THE 1989 CONTEST WILL BE ANOTHER FREE AND OPEN ELECTION.


RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

SECTION 1 RESPECT FOR THE INTEGRITY OF THE PERSON, INCLUDING FREEDOM FROM:

- A. POLITICAL KILLING

THERE WERE NO CREDIBLE REPORTS OF POLITICAL KILLINGS BY THE GOVERNMENT IN 1988. HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS, POLITICAL MOVEMENTS, AND PRESS CRITICIZED POLICE FOR SEVERAL DEATHS WHICH APPEARED TO INVOLVE EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE IN CONFRONTING CRIMINAL SUSPECTS. THE CENTER FOR LEGAL AND SOCIAL STUDIES TWICE ISSUED PUBLIC DECLARATIONS CONDEMNING PROVINCIAL POLICE FORCES FOR SPECIFIC UNJUSTIFIABLE KILLINGS. CRITICS CLAIM POLICE ROUTINELY SHOOT TO KILL. THERE ARE NO ALLEGATIONS THAT THE KILLINGS ARE
Politically motivated.

Politically motivated bombings continued at disturbing levels in 1988. Most were small explosions late at night, causing little damage or injuries, but during a major upsurge in the Buenos Aires area in late March–early April, the bombers showed a wanton disregard for injury and damage. Targets through the year included the extreme right and left, national parties, military, church, press, judicial officials, and public buildings. The bombings killed at least two people. Federal police arrested some suspects during the year, principally from the right wing "Alerta Nacional" organization, but have not solved most of the incidents. The perpetrators never claimed formal responsibility for the bombings and there is no consensus on the identity of those responsible.

B. Disappearance

There were no known abductions, secret arrests, or disappearances linked to or condoned by the government during 1988. There were kidnappings for criminal extortion. Some allegedly involved active duty police officers. The government made progress in breaking up one kidnap gang involving the national police and two involving the provincial police of Buenos Aires. Evidence before the courts in Buenos Aires and Mar del Plata suggests the accused police officers operated purely for economic gain, without political overtones.

The "Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo" human rights organization reports that 45 children whose parents disappeared during military rule have been identified since 1984. Twenty-one were returned to their families, 12 remain with adopted parents, five were determined to have died, and seven custody cases are before the courts. In August and September, a federal court rendered a controversial decision when it determined that Juliana Trevino, the child of two parents who disappeared in 1977, should remain with her adoptive parents rather than her blood relatives. The case provoked tremendous public interest and several Argentine human rights organizations have promised to appeal the judicial decision.
THE ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT CONTINUED TO PRESS THE GOVERNMENT OF PARAGUAY FOR THE RETURN OF FOUR CHILDREN TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS OFFSPRING OF ARGENTINES WHO DISAPPEARED DURING MILITARY RULE. THE GOVERNMENT COOPERATED WITH UNHRC EFFORTS TO INVESTIGATE THE CASE IN ARGENTINA AND PARAGUAY. THE CASES ARE AWAITING PARAGUAYAN COURT DECISIONS ON ARGENTINE REQUESTS FOR RETURN OF THE CHILDREN AND EXTRADITION OF THEIR SUSPECT PARENTS TO FACE KIDNAPPING CHARGES.

- C. TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN, OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT

THE CONSTITUTION PROHIBITS TORTURE. THE CRIMINAL CODE PROVIDES PENALTIES FOR TORTURE SIMILAR TO THOSE FOR HOMICIDE. ARGENTINA HAS RATIFIED THE U.N. CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN, OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT. SOME HUMAN RIGHTS GROUPS AND CRITICS ACCUSE POLICE OF PRISONER MISTREATMENT. THERE WERE ALLEGATIONS THAT IN THE CITY OF CORDOBA (VITELEO CASE) AND ROSARIO (MASSONE CASE), DETAINES DIED IN POLICE CUSTODY UNDER SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES. THERE ARE PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION OF CLAIMS OF MISTREATMENT THROUGH THE UNDERSECRETARIAT OF INTERIOR FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND THROUGH JUDICIAL REVIEW. ARGENTINA'S PRISONS ARE GENERALLY OLD, AND PRISON CONDITIONS PROVOKED PROTESTS, STRIKES, AND RIOTS IN A VARIETY OF FACILITIES, INCLUDING ONE FOR MINORS AND ANOTHER FOR WOMEN. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS SAY PRISON CONDITIONS ARE IMPROVING. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPECTS TO RESOLVE OVERCROWDING WITH CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW FEDERAL PENITENCIARY OUTSIDE THE CITY OF BUENOS AIRES.

- D. ARBITRARY ARREST, DETENTION, OR EXILE

ARGENTINA HAS A WELL-DEVELOPED LEGAL CODE CONTAINING EXPRESS PROTECTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND CONTROLS ON POLICE ARREST AND INVESTIGATORY POWERS. ARRESTS REQUIRE PROBABLE CAUSE OR A JUDICIAL ORDER, AND THE LAW PROVIDES FOR A JUDICIAL DETERMINATION OF THE LEGALITY OF DETENTION. HOWEVER, THE PENAL CODE GIVES THE COURTS AUTHORITY TO DETAIN INDIVIDUALS WITHOUT NOTICE OR CHARGES FOR UP TO EIGHT DAYS DURING INVESTIGATIONS. EVEN IN THE CASE OF MINOR OFFENSES, HOLDING SUSPECTS WITHOUT CHARGES FOR SEVERAL DAYS IS CONFIDENTIAL.
NOT UNCOMMON. INVOLUNTARY EXILE IS NOT PERMITTED OR PRACTICED BY ARGENTINA.

- E. DENIAL OF FAIR PUBLIC TRIAL

ARGENTINA'S JUDICIAL SYSTEM IS WIDELY RECOGNIZED AS FAIR AND INDEPENDENT, ALBEIT SLOW AND CUMBERSOME. THE CONSTITUTION AND PENAL CODE GUARANTEE TRIALS BEFORE PROFESSIONAL JUDGES AND APPELLATE REVIEW OF ALL JUDICIAL RULINGS, INCLUDING THOSE OF MILITARY COURTS. FEDERAL COURTS INTERPRET CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION AGAINST "ARBITRARY" TRIAL PROCESS TO PERMIT WIDE-REACHING REVIEW OF CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS.

INADEQUATE RESOURCES AND TIME-CONSUMING PROCEDURES IMPEDE THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM. PROPOSED JUDICIAL REFORMS SUBMITTED TO THE CONGRESS BY THE SECRETARY OF JUSTICE WOULD STREAMLINE THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM THROUGH MORE EFFICIENT LEGAL PROCEDURES AND PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL. THE MOST IMPORTANT REFORM WOULD ALLOW ORAL RATHER THAN WRITTEN PROCEEDINGS IN CRIMINAL TRIALS.

AS IN MOST CIVIL LAW COUNTRIES, TRIAL BY JURY DOES NOT EXIST; PROFESSIONAL JUDGES RENDER VERDICTS. THE POLICE HAVE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO ADJUDICATE MISDEMEANORS, WHICH ARE OFTEN SETTLED BY SENIOR POLICE OFFICIALS. ANOTHER REFORM PENDING BEFORE CONGRESS WOULD CREATE SMALL CLAIMS COURTS FOR MINOR MISDEMEANORS INVOLVING SMALL FINES. THE LEGAL SYSTEM PROVIDES PUBLIC DEFENDERS, BUT 1988 CASELOADS EXCEEDED THEIR CAPACITY. THE RIGHT TO BAIL IS PROVIDED BY LAW AND OBSERVED IN PRACTICE.

FOR ARGENTINA'S BEST KNOWN FORMER GUERRILLA, MONTONERO LEADER MARIO FIRMEICH, WAS UPHELD ON APPEAL IN 1988. HE HAS ASKED FOR REVIEW BY THE INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION.
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WHO ACCUSED HIM OF SERIOUS VIOLATIONS DURING MILITARY RULE. AT THE TIME HE ACCEPTED THE PROMOTION, PRESIDENT ALFONSIN RECOMMENDED THAT ASTIZ BE SEPARATED FROM THE SERVICE. THE NAVY DECISION IS PENDING.

- F. ARBITRARY INTERFERENCE WITH PRIVACY, FAMILY, HOME OR CORRESPONDENCE

THERE IS CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION AGAINST UNREASONABLE SEARCH AND SEIZURE. FEW CASES OF ARBITRARY INTRUSION BY THE STATE INTO THE PRIVATE LIVES OF PERSONS WERE REPORTED IN 1988. THE ACTIONS BY ADMINISTRATIVE PROSECUTOR RICARDO MOLINAS IN OPENING INTERNATIONAL COURIER POUCHES AS PART OF AN
INVESTIGATION WERE DECLARED AN UNREASONABLE VIOLATION OF PRIVACY BY A FEDERAL COURT IN 1988.

SECTION 2 RESPECT FOR CIVIL LIBERTIES, INCLUDING:

- A. FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS

ARGENTINA ENJOYS A FREE PRESS. AN ACTIVE AND INDEPENDENT PRESS COVERS THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM. CRITICISM OF THE GOVERNMENT IS FULLY TOLERATED, AND OPPOSITION VIEWPOINTS FREELY EXPRESSED. NEVERTHELESS, THE STATE OWNS 40 PERCENT OF THE RADIO STATIONS AND CONTROLS THE FRANCHISES ON OTHERS. THREE OF THE FOUR NATIONALLY SINDICATED BUENOS AIRES TELEVISION CHANNELS ARE GOVERNMENT OWNED. IN 1988, THE FIRING BY A GOVERNMENT OWNED TELEVISION STATION OF AN OUTSPoken CONSERVATIVE COMMENTATOR GENERATED CHARGES OF GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION. THE COMMENTATOR HAS SINCE SIGNED A CONTRACT WITH A PRIVATE STATION, WHERE HE CONTINUES TO SPEAK OUT ON PUBLIC ISSUES ON AN UNRESTRAINED BASIS.

ARGENTINA'S NATIONAL PRESS ASSOCIATION, ADEPA, PROTESTED PHYSICAL ASSAULTS BY GOVERNMENT SECURITY AGENTS ON MEMBERS OF THE PRESS AT THE NATIONAL CONGRESS IN JUNE AND AT A PRESIDENTIAL EVENT IN SEPTEMBER. THE CONGRESSIONAL AND PRESIDENTIAL PRESS OFFICES EXPRESSED REGRETS AT BOTH INCIDENTS. ADEPA ALSO CONDEMNED A JANUARY INCIDENT IN WHICH A UNIFORMED ARMY OFFICER POINTED A PISTOL AT A PHOTOGRAPHER COVERING EVENTS LEADING TO THE JANUARY MONTE CASEROS MUTINY. THE OFFICER WAS SUBSEQUENTLY IDENTIFIED AND PUNISHED ADMINISTRATIVELY WITHIN THE ARMY. FINALLY, ADEPA CRITICIZED THE GOVERNMENT'S PROPOSED BROADCASTING REGULATORY LAW, SINGLING OUT THE PROVISIONS THAT GIVE RIGHT OF REPLY TO ANY POLITICAL FIGURE WHO IS CRITICIZED ON RADIO AND TV. A PROVISION PROHIBITING SIMULTANEOUS OWNERSHIP OF PRINT AND BROADCAST MEDIA. GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PART OF THE ELECTRONIC MEDIA IS NOW A HOTLY DISPUTED ISSUE WITHIN GOA CIRCLES. PRIVATIZATION WILL REQUIRE A POLITICAL DECISION, WHICH MAY BE MADE BEFORE THE UPCOMING PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS.

AT ITS MARCH EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING, THE INTER-AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION CALLED FOR NO FURTHER RADIO-TELEVISION LICENSING IN ARGENTINA UNTIL THE SIMULTANEOUS OWNERSHIP ISSUE WAS RESOLVED AND SUPPORTED ELIMINATION OF HIGH CUSTOMS DUTY ON NEWSPRINT. SUBSEQUENTLY, THE GOA ANNOUNCED TO THE SEPTEMBER ADEPA MEETING THAT NEWSPRINT IMPORT TAXES WOULD BE ELIMINATED. WHEN EFFECTIVE, MOST OF THE NEWSPAPERS IN ARGENTINA WILL BENEFIT CONSIDERABLY AS THEY CURRENTLY PAY A HIGHLY PROTECTIVE TARIFF. NEW NEWSPAPERS MAY EMERGE.
ACADEMIC FREEDOM IS RESPECTED. THE NATION'S TEACHERS ENGAGED IN A LONG STRIKE IN 1988 FOR HIGHER SALARIES AND MORE RESOURCES DEDICATED TO PUBLIC EDUCATION.

- B. FREEDOM OF PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY AND ASSOCIATION

ALL GROUPS AND POLITICAL PARTIES ARE FREE TO ORGANIZE AND ASSEMBLE. ARGENTINE LAW REQUIRES POLITICAL PARTIES TO SUPPORT THE CONSTITUTION AND A DEMOCRATIC, REPRESENTATIVE, REPUBLICAN, AND FEDERAL FORM OF GOVERNMENT IN ORDER TO REGISTER FOR ELECTIONS. AT PRESENT, NO PARTY IS DENIED REGISTRATION.

DURING THE CAMPAIGNS LEADING TO THE PARTY PRIMARIES IN 1988, ALL THE MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES HELD MASS RALLIES. THE LABOR MOVEMENT, HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS, ETHNIC COMMUNITIES, AND OTHER POLITICAL GROUPINGS HELD FREQUENT DEMONSTRATIONS AND RALLIES WITHOUT INTERFERENCE OR INCIDENT. ON SEPTEMBER 9, A NATIONAL STRIKE AND LABOR RALLY IN BUENOS AIRES DEGENERATED INTO LARGE SCALE VIOLENCE. ORGANIZERS ACCUSED THE POLICE OF PRECIPITATING THE VIOLENCE AND THE GOVERNMENT ACCUSED EXTREMIST GROUPS IN THE CROWD. BOTH SIDES PRODUCED VIDEOS AND TESTIMONIALS TO SUPPORT THEIR POSITIONS.

FOR A DISCUSSION OF FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AS IT APPLIES TO LABOR UNIONS, SEE SECTION 6A.

- C. FREEDOM OF RELIGION

THE CONSTITUTION PROVIDES FOR THE FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION, BUT ALSO ESTABLISHES ROMAN CATHOLICISM AS THE STATE RELIGION. THE GOVERNMENT PROVIDES FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE CONSTITUTION REQUIRES THE PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT TO BE ROMAN CATHOLICS. OTHER RELIGIONS MUST COMPLETE A PROFORMA REGISTRATION WITH THE GOVERNMENT TO OBTAIN LEGAL RECOGNITION. MISSIONARIES FROM ANY RELIGION ARE PERMITTED TO ENTER ARGENTINA AND PROSELYTIZE. THE NON-CATHOLIC POPULATION IS GROWING. ARGENTINA'S JEWISH COMMUNITY (AT AN ESTIMATED 300,000, THE LARGEST SUCH COMMUNITY IN LATIN AMERICA) PRACTICES ITS RELIGION WITHOUT OFFICIAL RESTRAINT.
D. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT WITHIN THE COUNTRY, FOREIGN TRAVEL, EMIGRATION, AND REPATRIATION

INTERNATIONAL AND INTERNAL TRAVEL AS WELL AS EMIGRATION ARE UNRESTRICTED. REFUGEES ARE NOT FORCED TO RETURN TO COUNTRIES FROM WHICH THEY HAVE FLED. THE ARGENTINE CONSTITUTION AND LEGAL CODE DO NOT RECOGNIZE INVOLUNTARY EXILE AS A LEGAL PENALTY.

SECTION 3 RESPECT FOR POLITICAL RIGHTS: THE RIGHT OF CITIZENS TO CHANGE THEIR GOVERNMENT


TWENTY POLITICAL PARTIES -- RANGING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT -- ARE REPRESENTED IN CONGRESS AS A RESULT OF THE 1987 ELECTIONS. ADDITIONAL PARTIES HOLD OFFICE IN INDIVIDUAL PROVINCES. FROM THE POWERFUL PERONISTS TO MINISCULE PROVINCIAL MOVEMENTS, ARGENTINA'S OPPOSITION PARTIES OPERATE FREELY.

WOMEN AND MINORITIES HAVE FULL POLITICAL RIGHTS AND ARE NOT EXCLUDED FROM POLITICAL LIFE. WOMEN PARTICIPATE FREELY IN ARGENTINE POLITICS. THERE WERE SCORES OF WOMEN CANDIDATES IN THE THREE NATIONAL ELECTIONS SINCE 1983. THIRTEEN WOMEN SIT IN THE 254 MEMBER NATIONAL CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES AND THREE WOMEN SIT IN THE 46 MEMBER SENATE.

SECTION 4 GOVERNMENTAL ATTITUDE REGARDING INTERNATIONAL AND NONGOVERNMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS

SUBJECT: 1988 COUNTRY REPORT ON HUMAN RIGHTS IN
OBEEDIENCE" LEGISLATION.

EXTRADITION AND CITIZENSHIP PROCEEDINGS AGAINST
SUSPECTED NAZI WAR CRIMINAL JOSEF FRANZ LEO
SCHWAMBERGER CONTINUED THROUGH 1988. ARGENTINE AND
INTERNATIONAL JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS EXPRESSED
SATISFACTION WITH THE 1987 ARREST, BUT GROWING
CONCERN AT DELAYS IN THE PROCEEDINGS.

ARGENTINA PLAYS AN ACTIVE ROLE IN BOTH THE UNITED
NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, WHERE IT CHAIRS AN
IMPORTANT SUBCOMMITTEE OF EXPERTS, AND THE OAS
INTER-AMERICAN HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION (IAHRC). THE
ARGENTINE GOVERNMENT HAS FACILITATED EFFORTS BY
DOMESTIC HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS TO ADDRESS BOTH
THOSE INTERNATIONAL BODIES IN OPPOSITION TO THE
GOVERNMENT'S JUDICIAL POLICIES TOWARDS THE MILITARY.
ARGENTINA HAS ACCEPTED COMPULSORY JURISDICTION BY THE
IAHRC. IT HAS COOPERATED WITH UNHRC EFFORTS TO
INVESTIGATE CASES INVOLVING MISSING CHILDREN FROM THE
1976-83 PERIOD OF MILITARY RULE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS
RATIFIED THE AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
POLITICAL RIGHTS, AND ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL
RIGHTS (ALL IN 1986).

SECTION 5 DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, SEX,
RELIGION, LANGUAGE, OR SOCIAL STATUS

CONGRESS PASSED A LAW IN 1988 THAT AUTHORIZES
CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF
RACE, SEX, RELIGION, AND OTHER CATEGORIES.

ARGENTINE WOMEN ARE ACTIVE IN GOVERNMENT, THE
PROFESSIONS, POLITICS, AND PRIVATE VOLUNTARY
ORGANIZATIONS. ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO OFFICIAL POLICY
OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THEM, WOMEN HAVE TO CONTEND
WITH SOME BIAS THAT IS ROOTED IN CULTURAL, ECONOMIC,
POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, AND SOCIAL STRUCTURES.

ARGENTINA ADHERES TO THE U.N. CONVENTION FOR THE
ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN.

THERE IS A CURRENT OF ANTI-SEMITISM IN ARGENTINE
SOCIETY PRODUCING OCCASIONAL ANTI-SEMITIC INCIDENTS.
IN THE COURSE OF 1988, ARGENTINA'S UMBRELLA NATIONAL
JEWISH ORGANIZATION DAIA CONDEMNED BOMBINGS AGAINST JEWISH TARGETS, ANONYMOUS THREATS, AND THREATENING PUBLIC STATEMENTS BY WELL KNOWN PUBLIC FIGURES. THEY HAVE ALSO CRITICIZED THE UNOFFICIAL BUT SYSTEMATIC EXCLUSION OF JEWS FROM IMPORTANT INSTITUTIONS SUCH AS THE ARMED FORCES.

SECTION 6 WORKER RIGHTS

- A. RIGHT OF ASSOCIATION.

THERE IS FREE RIGHT OF LABOR ASSOCIATION IN ARGENTINA. THE ARGENTINE LABOR MOVEMENT IS A MAJOR INDEPENDENT, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL FORCE. ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF THE NATIONAL WORK FORCE IS UNIONIZED.

PREVIOUS MILITARY REGIMES SUSPENDED LAWS GOVERNING LABOR RELATIONS AND SYSTEMATICALLY BLOCKED MANY TRADE UNION RIGHTS. CONGRESS PASSED LEGISLATION IN 1987 RESTORING FREE RIGHT OF LABOR ASSOCIATION.

- B. RIGHT TO ORGANIZE AND BARGAIN COLLECTIVELY.

LEGISLATION PASSED BY CONGRESS IN 1987 PROVIDED FOR FREE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND NORMAL GROUND RULES FOR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND TRADE UNION ACTIVITIES. ARGENTINA'S LARGEST LABOR ORGANIZATION, THE GENERAL CONFEDERATION OF WORKERS (CGT) AND ITS INDIVIDUAL UNIONS ENGAGED IN CONSULTATIONS WITH EMPLOYERS AND THE GOVERNMENT ON ISSUES AFFECTING LABOR AND THE ECONOMY. UNIONS HAVE THE RIGHT TO STRIKE IN ARGENTINA (indeed, they have the right to receive their salaries while on strike until the Labor Ministry orders compulsory arbitration) and many exercised that right in 1988. The CGT led several strikes of one day or less, including controversial national strikes on September 9 -- which resulted in violence -- and September 12 -- to protest alleged police repression.

- C. PROHIBITION OF FORCED OR COMPTULSORY LABOR.

FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOR IS ILLEGAL IN ARGENTINA.

- D. MINIMUM AGE FOR EMPLOYMENT OF CHILDREN.

CHILDREN UNDER 14 YEARS OF AGE MAY NOT WORK IN ARGENTINA EXCEPT IN THE FAMILY. MINORS OF AGES 14
AND 15 MAY WORK, BUT NOT MORE THAN SIX HOURS A DAY OR 35 HOURS A WEEK. THE SAME LAW APPLIES TO MINORS 16 TO 18 YEARS OF AGE, ALTHOUGH COMPETENT AUTHORITY MAY ALLOW AN EXCEPTION.

- E. ACCEPTABLE CONDITIONS OF WORK.

ARGENTINA OFFERS COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION OF WORKERS' RIGHTS. THE MAXIMUM WORKDAY IS EIGHT HOURS; THE MAXIMUM WORK WEEK IS 48 HOURS. PREMIUMS MUST BE PAID FOR WORK BEYOND THOSE LIMITS. RULES GOVERNING VACATIONS, MINIMUM WAGES, AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY ARE COMPARABLE TO THOSE IN OTHER WESTERN INDUSTRIAL NATIONS AND ARE RESPECTED IN PRACTICE.